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‧A more compact PCC PDW style model, combined with the advantages of rifle and pistol, it is more suitable to be used as a personal defense 

and CQB weapon.

‧The realistic pistol caliber ejection port and 9mm style magazine, combined with the vertical pistol grip reveals the futuristic design.

‧The new designed PDW stock with rapid adjustment feature and large battery capacity. Rear-lockable bolt plate for easy hop-up adjustment. 

Lightweight Komodo 
M-LOK 6.5" Handguard

Ambi-Charging Handle

New Designed Ambi-Fire Selector

Large Capacity 
PDW Retractable 
Stock (capable for 
3-cell Li-Po battery)

Gen.2 SSS Gearbox System with Short 
Trigger Pull Competition Style Flat Trigger

Ambi-Bolt Plate 
Release Button

Reinforced Metal Stock Adaptor

Realistic Pistol Caliber Ejection Port

Rear-holdable Bolt Plate

330rds Hi-cap Pistol 
Caliber Style Magazine

New designed Enlarged 
3-way Mag Release
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Shadow Extension 
Tube (Extension 
Inner Barrel Version)

High quality hard anodizing AL6061 Shadow Extension Tube 
equips the decompression extended inner barrel to increase 
accuracy, it is also the precision inner barrel holder to be used 
with longer precision inner barrel.

Lightweight M-LOK 
Handguard

CXP-MARS PDW9 adapts the 6.5" compact handguard. Inheriting 
the MARS Komodo series handguard design and also upgrading 
to M-LOK system. The CNC machining process not only keeps 
the rigid metal structure but also brings the lightweight feature. 
Providing higher maneuverability in the field. 
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Realistic Pistol Caliber 
Ejection Port

Fully realistic pistol caliber ejection hole with rear-lockable 
decorative bolt plate for easy hop-up adjustment.

New Designed 
Adjustable PDW Stock 

The PDW stock adapts the metal adapter to ensure the maximum 
strength. The stock is made of top industrial polymer for light-
weight and durability. Adjustable 3-position fast draw deployment 
stock. Enlarged battery compartment design stock tube, available 
for 3-cell Li-Po battery.

Enlarged battery compartment

Rear-holdable Bolt Plate



通用正逆14牙規格，並以CNC加工6061鋁合金材質硬陽表面

處理，展現高質感外觀。
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6 Vertical Pistol Grip

The new designed 20°Vertical Pistol Grip provides a more 
compact look. Larger vertical angle enhances the comfortability 
and easier gripping control for more suitable shooting poses. 
The QD grip butt cap design provides a easier way for motor 
maintenance.

9mm Pistol caliber 
Magazine
(MA-465 PDW Hi-cap)

High capacity 330 rounds realistic pistol caliber magazine 
features with unique texture design for anti-slipping.
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New designed 
Enlarged 3-way Mag 
Release

The Enlarged Mag Release is one of the most important 
elements in the latest fashion guns. It has not only a more 
fashionalbe profile, but also the practical function which is 
convenient for the shooter to load or unload magazine 
rapidly by both hands.

Competition Short Pull 
Flat Trigger

The Short Pull Flat Trigger appling with the Pre-cocking feature 
in the Gen II SSS E-trigger system could effectively reduce the 
shooting cycle and increase firing speed.
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Electronic Brake 
(SSS.II Only)

The trigger system can actively detect the motor performance 
to adjust operating power to preciously position the gears. 
There are also pre-cocking, burst mode, self-diagnostic, low 
voltage detection functions.

New Designed 
Ambi-Fire Selector

New ambidextrous and enlarged design fire selectors make 
you easier to switch firing mode, and are suitable for both 
right and left handed shooters.
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EBB (electrical 
blow-back) System

The decorative bolt-plate can travel back and forth while 
shooting it increases the realistic simulation for better 
shooting experience.

Built-in MOSFET 
System

With the latest built-in MOSFET, it could reduce 
the electrical resistance and working temperature 
effectively, in order to extend the service lifetime 
of the replica.
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ICS Unique Split 
Gearbox Design

The unique ICS designed split gearbox, provides
the capability of easy maintenance and upgrading,
and the receivers could be completely separated
just like real firearms.

CFS Foldable 
Sights

Reinforced polymer made CFS foldable sights for 
M1913 Pictatinny Rail system, which not only provides 
lighter weight, sturdy durability, more compact profile 
while folding, but also provides the capability to mount 
the optic sights and still aimable while folding!
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Enlarged Trigger 
Guard

Enlarged Trigger Guard for easy operating while wearing gloves. 

Gearbox QD Spring 
Guide Design

The Unique Split Gearbox Design with the QD (Quick 
Detachable) Spring Guide feature, provides a more 
efficient way to comply with different limitation and 
requirement in all games and fields by changing the 
spring.



6061 Aluminum Piston Head6061 Aluminum Cylinder Head

Reinforced Internals

AL6061 piston and cylinder Heads,  reinforced piston, metal hop-up, MIM pinion and 
bevel gears as default setting out of the box for providing higher durability for players 
to experience. 

MIM (Metal Injection 

Molding) Pinion and 

Bevel Gears

Full Steel Teeth Piston



SPECIFICATIONS

Gun specs will be set differently according to the 
required settings from each market, the specifications 
listed above are for general use only.

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Magazine Capacity

Receiver Material

Motor

619-690mm

160mm

2692g

100m/s (328FPS)

330 rounds max.

Metal

EVO I 35000

MODEL OPTION

ICS-420

IMG-420-1

ICS-420S3

IMG-420S3-1


